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Celebration puts the 'part/ in Democratic Party
By Paul Lindgren
Entertainment
Editor
. While most Americans
were glued to their TVs
during election day, a few

"Four more yearsl Four
more yearsl" screams the
crowd gathered behind
48's newscaster Derek
Valcourt as he reported
live from the Democratic
Party's headquarters.
(Photo by Paul Lindgren)

dedicated political junkies
were out partying the
night away as the ballot
boxes reported in.
The Madison County
Democratic Party hosted
an election day bash at its
headquarters on North
Memorial Parkway. Dedi
cated party members and
friends alike came to
gether to celebrate what
they hoped was a clean
victory for Democratic
presidential candidate A1
Gore.

Election 2000 still undecided
By Carter Garza
News Writer
By the time this story
hits the presses, it will
have been nine days
since the presidential
elections, and still no
clear winner can be
found. The Republican
campaign of George W.
Bush filed suit last Satur
day in an attempt to stop
a manual recount of
votes in several Florida
counties. Gore's cam
paign responded with
harsh criticism. Gore
spokesman Mark Fabiani
spoke to reporters, say
ing, "A1 Gore wants a
speedy and correct count
of the Florida votes.
George Bush does not.
Bush's decision to go to
court to block the accu
rate, quick counting of
votes is an outrage and
will be rejected by
Americans." It certainly
seems that each party has
their own unique take on
just what the will of the
American people is.
Bush led in the most re
cent count of votes by
anywhere from 300 to
800 votes, a very slim
margin indeed.
With all of the contro
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versy surrounding the
Florida vote counts, many
seem oblivious to the re
counts other states of the
Union. Neither New
Mexico nor Oregon has
solidified their intent in
the election. Bush has also
considered asking for re
counts of Iowa and Wis
consin votes. Both states
were called for Gore on
election night by margins
of 5,069 and 6,099 votes,
respectively.
It should be noted that
state election totals are still
awaiting overseas absen
tee ballots cast by our
countrymen who voted
from afar. Also, with the
much ballyhooed reaction
by the two campaigns for
President as to just how
quickly and fairly this is A demonstrator holds a sign as he takes part in a
sue needs to be resolved, "pro-democracy" rally in New York's Times Square,
it should be clarified that November 11. The rally of several hundred mostly
the actual votes for Presi A1 Gore supporters chanted for fairness in the re
dent have yet to be cast. counting of ballots in the state of Florida where, as
Not a single electoral vote of press time, election officials had still not
has been counted for ei determined the winner of the state's 25 electoral
ther candidate.
votes. (Photo from news.yahoo.com)
When Americans vote
for their President, they leader of the United States states, only Maine and
are not voting for candi will be every four years. Nebraska divide their
dates directly, but for elec They are spread among votes according to the re
tors of the President. states according to the sults in each congresThere are 538 total electors number of each state's
See Undecided,
who cast their electoral representatives and sena
page 11
votes to decide who the tors in Washington. Of the
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The Democratic party
headquarters is an allglass room that was deco
rated with all the colors of
the Republic from end to
end. Everyone seemed to
be wearing a plethora of
campaign paraphernalia
that displayed their sup
port for the Gore/
Lieberman campaign.
Dozens of tables were ar
ranged around the numer
ous televisions, and free
food was provided by the
Democratic Party.

"All my ex's live in
Texas," sang the band in
its anti-Bush parody of
George Strait's country
song as a group of hardy
Demo's cut a rug on the
floor in front of a big
screen TV showing a red
and blue map of the states.
Some nervous Demo
crats swarmed around the
televisions, anticipating
each media's call of every

See Party,
page 11

Drought of 2000
one of five worst
in the past century
By Ina Waller
News Writer
Just in case you didn't
know, northern Alabama
is in a drought. As a mat
ter of fact, the drought of
2000 may become one of
the five worst droughts in
more than 100 years.
Dr. John Christy, a
UAH Atmospheric Sci
ence professor and the act
ing State Climatologist,
says that according to the
National Weather Service
in Huntsville, only 31.6
inches of rain has fallen
from January 1 - October
31. Decatur received only
28.59 inches of rainfall,
and the seven county re
gions know as Climate
Division 1 averaged 33
inches of rain during the
ten-month period. Christy
says, "That makes this one
of the driest years in North
Alabama since record
keeping began at the end
of the 19th century."
There are only two
characteristically rainy
months left in the year.
However, right now,
North Alabama is less
than two inches of rain

below the worst drought
in the past century, which
was in 1941 when an av
erage of merely 34.74
inches of water fell across
the region. The other top
parched years for North
Alabama were 1904 and
1954. The single driest sta
tion on record for northern
Alabama was in 1943 in
the city of Florence when
only 30.6 inches of rain
fell. Statewide, the driest
year was 1954 when the
average rainfall across the
state was only 33.6 inches.
About 50 recording sta
tions documented less
than 30 inches of rain for
the whole year.
Christy says, "The
overall trend for the last
106 years, however, shows
a steady increase in an
nual rainfall, from an av
erage of 50 inches around
1900 up to about 57 inches
the 1990s." While most of
Alabama's driest years are
clustered in the 1940s and
1950s, the wettest years
for Alabama are 1975,
with an average of 72.7
inches of rain, and 1991,
when 72.2 inches of rain
fell statewide.
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It's a
Tech
thing
By Greg Bacon
Technology Writer
As I write this, the President-Elect remains un
declared as the entire world watches Florida.
George Carlin once noted that phallic symbols are
central to any political conflict. In the 1960s, we
got nervous when the Cubans pointed too many
phalluses at us. Recall how we penetrated the Iraqi
defenses with our Tomahawk cruise phalL err,
missiles. The Patriot program proved that size is
unimportant; it's who can get there faster.
As any Freudian can tell you, Florida is the
grand phallus of the United States (maybe not so
grand after having changed colors four times).
Idle speculation aside, of course everyone is waitThere
fraud/confusing ballots/overcrowding at the polls,
and claims that the premature call of Florida for
Gore caused voters to turn around and go home.
Many of these problems stem from the fact that
we're largely using technology from the 1950s to
perform one of our most sacred civic duties.
Computers are similar to Dustin Floffman's
Rain frlain character: they don't relate to people
very well, but they can count quickly and reliably.
It makes no sense to use mechanical ballot counters
that jam, miscount, and otherwise fail when there
is a much more attractive alternative. So-called
thin clients, very cheap—on the order of two or
three hundred dollars—computers that can do
little other than web browsing would be the per
fect replacement for the old-fashioned voting
booth. Each polling place could be cheaply
equipped with a tiny network consisting of one
machine to serve the ballots and store the results,
plus an entourage of thin clients that citizens
would use to vote.
A solution to overcrowded polls and the ago
nizingly slow and easily manipulated process of
mail-in absentee and overseas ballots would be
web-based voting. The voting period wouldprobably have to be spread outover a few days. Who
doesn't know how' to use a web browser These
days?(Those who don't could always visit the lo
cal library or call their kids or grandkids to ask
for assistance.)
"Okay," you're thinking, "if these ideas are so
great, then why are we still punching holes or com
pleting arrows?" Two themes in computer secu
rity are authentication and authorization. Authen
tication involves proving your identity. For ex
ample, in Alabama, you authenticate yourself at
the polls by telling the poll official your name and
verifying your address on the voter list. The other
half of the picture is authorization, i.e., deciding
who can do what. When we vote, every person is
authorized to cast at most one vote; you can't vote,
get back in line, and vote again. It would be bad,
for instance, if someone could walk up to a ma
chine, fill out the form for his favorite candidate,
and hit "submit" fifty times to inflate the vote.
Americans also believe in secret balloting. Asso
ciating votes with names, like creating any other
registry of people exercising their rights, would
be dangerous.
There are interesting and challenging problems
to solve, but if banks and securities firms can of
fer secure web-based services, then why doesn't
our government? If you're a Democrat, it's be
cause web voting would favor the wealthy. If
you're a Republican, it because the voting process
is too pure to taint with the evil, licentious web. If
you're a Libertarian, it's because the government
is too big, slow, and stupid to get it right. Ain't
politics fun?
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A pair of university sophomores operate
ScholarShops.com with venture funding
Knight-Ridder
Tribune
DAYTON—Ryan
Doherty and Eric Gilmore
look and sound like bud
ding entrepreneurs. They
have business cards, cell
phones and polo shirts
with the company logo.
But they are 19-yearold college sophomores.
Doherty, a University of
Dayton entrepreneurship
major, sat in his Irving
Avenue apartment and
talked about venture capi
tal and marketing strate
gies on a Friday morning,
while his roommate slum
bered on the couch. Drywall in the hallway
sported a gaping hole, ac
quired during a rowdy
party.
Doherty and Gilmore
clearly have one foot in the
college world and one in
the dot-com world.
The
pair,
plus
Gilmore's brother Jeff, op
erate ScholarShops.com.

It's a Web site that offers
rebates on purchases from
450 merchants, including
L.L. Bean, 1-800-Flowers
and Dell Computer. Stu
dents save money on pur
chases,
while
ScholarShops.com makes
money on transaction fees.
A student's friends and
family can make pur
chases
through
ScholarShops.com and
earmark the rebates for
that student.
Participating mer
chants sacrifice a little rev
enue to get more online
sales volume, Gilmore
said.
Gilmore and Doherty
began kicking around
ideas for an Internet com
pany after graduating
from Cincinnati's St.
Xavier High School. They
came up with the idea of
a marketplace that would
benefit college students,
rewarding loyalty with
cash rebates.
Although geared to

want sound business
plans with multiple rev
enue streams, good mar
keting strategies and solid
managers.
Although lacking man
agement experience, the
pair say they have in their
corner high-powered ad
visers with business acu
men.
Gilmore and Doherty
said it's tough to juggle
school work and a busi
ness start-up.
There's always the
temptation to drop out of
college and cash in on the
dot-com gold rush, but
Gilmore said he's commit
ted to getting his educa
tion.
"Plus, our parents are
not going to let us drop
out of school, plain and
simple," Doherty added.
© 2000, Dayton Daily
News, Ohio. Distributed
by Knight Ridder/Tribune Business News.
© Knight-Ridder Tri
bune, 2000

ward students, anyone
can use it.
Gilmore, an Ohio State
University sophomore,
said once people see its
easy to use, traffic on the
site and the purchases will
increase. Launched a
month ago, it has gener
ated $20,000 in sales, they
said.
Gilmore and Doherty
said they raised $200,000
from angel investors and
their own money to de
velop the business and are
now looking for $1 million
to $4 million in venture
capital money to market it
to a national audience.
"Once we get funded,
that's where all the fun
begins because it is apply
ing ScholarShops.com to
the market,"said Gilmore.
The days of dot-com
entrepreneurs landing
million-dollar checks from
investors based on a busi
ness plan written on a pa
per napkin are over, they
said. Venture capitalists

Across the Campus

Do you think the Florida votes in the Presidential
election should be recounted? Why or why not?

Photos by Dauphne Rogers

Carita
Holman

La' Rissa
Polk

Devin
Ruth

Nathan
Daniel

Junior
Nursing

Junior
Biology

Freshman
Chemical
Engineering

Freshman
Pre-Law

"Yes. It was a very close
race. They needed to be
thorough."

"Yes. Human error could
be great enough to deter
mine who our next Presi
dent will be."

"Yes. Gore's a candidate.
It was close, so he de
served a recount."

"Yes, there should have
been to be certain who the
real President should be.

Women's Community Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228
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Volleyball season comes to a close
By Renea
Harrison
Sports Writer
The 2000 volleyball
season has sadly come to
an abrupt end. Despite
their loss in the semi-finals
of the GSC tournament,
the Lady Chargers were
still looking for a berth in
the South Central Re
gional tournament. How
ever, their hopes of con
tinuing in post-season
play were shattered Sun
day afternoon when they
learned that they had been
passed over for a spot in
the regional tournament.
The top six teams from
each region are chosen to
compete in their respec
tive regional tournaments
each year. UAH was neck
to neck in competition
with Missouri Western all
season for that sixth place
spot. According to Lind
say. JD.uoh^m,, "wheq
teams :are* as close as we
were with Missouri West
ern, the committee has to
look at things like post
season records and head
to head play." She added,
"Missouri Western beat us
very early in the season,
and .1 guess that was one
of the deciding factors."
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Junior setter Jane
Baumgartner said that
upon learning of the deci
sion, she "was really sur
prised about not getting
in." She added, "I think
they definitely made the
wrong decision."
Despite their failure to
receive a birth to the re
gional tournament, the
Lady Chargers did end the
season on a somewhat
positive note. They de
feated the Henderson
State Lady Reddies in the
first round of the GSC
Tournament, and went on
to, play very well against
the 11th ranked Lady Lions
of UNA.
UAH came back from a
loss in game one to defeat
the Lady Reddies 3-1. The
game scores were 11-15,
15-10, 15-9, and 15-11.
Baumgartner said, "We
went into the tournament
very confident. Coach
Taqbe had discussed with
* us the need to Shut down'
Henderson State's best
player, Nikki Dancer, and
we did a pretty good job
of doing it."
Ellen LaFiore had 27
kills and 12 digs in the
match. Dunham tallied 12
kills and 13 digs, and Me
lissa Feldman added 12

Ice Hockey
Record: 7-L 2-0 CHA
11/17 - vs. Niagara at 7:00 p.m. at VBC
,1/18 - vs. Niagara at 7:00 p.m. at VBC

Men's Basketball
GSC Crossover Classic
11/18 - vs. Delta St in Memphis, TN at 8:00 p.m.
11/19 - vs. Christian Bros.
in Memphis, TN at 6:00 p.m
1112 - vs. Athens State in Athens, AL at 7:00p p.m.

Women's Basketball
The Volleyball team capped off another successful
season of play with a win in the GSC Tournament
before losing to N. Alabama. (Photo by Danny Parker)
kills along with a team season games. UAH
leading 18 digs. Whitney knew that they were in for
Mock and Erin Denny a tough time, but they felt
each added 10 kills in the ready for the challenge.
win, and Baumgartner LaFiore commented, "We
felt like we had nothing to
handed out 62 assists.
After defeating the lose, because UNA was
Lady Reddies, the compe expected to win." She said
tition only got tougher. that her team "went into
UNA had soundly de
See Volleyball,
feated the Lady Chargers
page5
in both of their regular

Goalie Byrne tends the twine
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
"He's playing sensa
tional this year, I would
even go above great" were
the words echoed by long
time UAH Charger
Hockey head coach Doug
Ross about the play of his
team's goalie, sophomore
Mark Byrne. Thus far in
the young season, Byrne
has compiled a 6-1 record
with an impressive 2.14
goals allowed per game.
Byrne's save percentage
on the season is a gaudy
92.6% and he has amassed
over 188 saves this season
in his seven starts.
In his last start, which
was against Iona College,
Byrne collected 21 saves
and also recorded his third
shutout of the season.
Byrne is on pace to record
double-digit shutouts on
the year.
One of the main rea

sons for his outstanding
play in net this year is his
work ethnic. That work
ethic was evident last
week when he was taking
shots from his teammates
long after practice had
concluded. "Mark Byrne
was getting acclimated
last year as a freshman,
but he worked very hard,
knew what he had to do
to get better. Byrne went
home in the off-season to
work on his game and
now it's paying off for him
and for the team this
year."
Coach Ross went on to
says that "He is the quar
terback and backbone of
our team." Byrne also at
tests to his work ethic for
his outstanding play, " I
worked hard in the off
season and played a lot in
the summer .with good
players to get prepared for
the season."
Not one man can do all

Charger
Sportsline

the work in hockey and
Byrne also credits the
team defense for his suc
cess this season in the net.
"Everyone on the team
has worked hard and have
a really good work ethic,
and that pushes you to
play up to there level.
"Our defense is unbe
lievable; we have six or
seven guys who are really
good back there for me,
clearing rebounds for me.
They don't give the oppo
sition many chances to
score. I just have to stop
the first shot most of the
time, and even those shots
are taken at a bad angle. It
makes my job easier when
you get outstanding de
fensive play." Coach Ross
also re-iterated to that as
sessment, "Byrne's play
ing good, but he has a
great defense out there in
front of him, guys such as
(Darren) Curry, (Ian)
Fletcher, (Ryan) Leasa,

GSC Crossover Classic
11 /18 - vs. Delta St. in Memphis, TN at 2:00 p.m.
11/19 - vs. Christian Bros.
in Memphis, TN at 4:00 p.m.
11/21 - vs. Shorter College
at 7:00 p.m.

Volleyball
Record: 22-14 overall. 11-5 in GSC
GSC Tournament
UAH 3, Henderson State 1
North Alabama 3, UAH 0

Indoor Soccer
En Fuego 4, The Llamas of Virtue 0
Cactus 11, Vigorous Nobility 1
Delta Chi 4, Alpha & Omega 2
Fi Kappa Alpha 3, Taus 1
Pimp C Playas 11, Free Agents 0
The Kournikovas 2,Sigma Nu 1
Wallyball

(Kevin)
Ridgeway,
(David) Halliwill, and
(Tyler) Butler are all play
ing very good for him.
Kournikovas l,Oit the Wall 0
They are picking up men
Wheatskins def. Dead Sexy 21-6,21-9
(opposition) in front of the
Kournikovas def. Wheatskins 21-13,21-19
net, knocking pucks out of
Congratulations to The Kournikovas for winning
the zone and clearing the
the 2000 Wallyball Championship. The
rebounds."
Kournikovas finished the season with an unde
The sophomore goalie
feated record of 5-0. They won both games in the
from Ontario (Canada)
championship match over Wheatskins (3-2).
said, "1 knew I wanted to
Congratulations to the Frisbums for winning the
be a goalie when I began
2000 Uitimate Frisbee Tournament.
to play hockey at age
seven. The only way I was possibility of playing for lot to every one of us to try
allowed to play with my the Division I Champion to win the CHA and mak
older brother was to play ship later this year. Coach ing the tournament is our
in the net, so I guess I got Ross said, "I didn't know major goal this season. We
goalie by default." He also how our team was going need to take things one at
went on to say his favor to come out of the gate this a time. I haven't won a
ite goalie when growing season. But with the championship, but we
up was Grant Fuhr. Fuhr strong play in net by have guys on this team
was a longtime goalie in Byrne, and our proficient that have. So we have the
the NHL. Some of the offense and strong defense experience and we're all
teams of note that Fuhr has made us legitimate hungry to win it."
Work ethic is one trait
played for were the contenders."
that
defines goalie Mark
Byrne
also
stated
that
Edmonton Oilers and the
Byrne.
And that one im
playing
for
the
champion
St. Louis Blues.
portant
trait is the best one
ship
is
in
the
back
of
his
In the back of-the
to
have.
mind
as
well.
"It
means
a
. Hockey team's mind is the

By Danny
Parker
Sports Editor

Time to play some
string music
Not many things have excited true blue UAH
Charger fans more than last season's Men's Bas
ketball team. The Chargers, under the divine tu
telage of head coach Lennie Acuff, produced ar
guably the best team basketball team UAH has
ever had with a 22-7 record that included an 11-3
mark in the Gulf South Conference.
Despite all the accolades and a second round
appearance in the NCAA Tournament last season,
the Chargers are picked to come in fourth place in
the division according to a poll done by the
league's head coaches.
The Chargers open up their 2000-2001 cam
paign in Memphis, Tennessee, in the GSC Cross
over Classic against Delta State. The Chargers laid
claim to the East Division title while Delta State
took the West Division title. Delta State is pre
dicted to win tile conference. Each school has a
returning Second Team All-GSC guard. Senior Joe
Smith, for the Chargers and senior Dennis Dou
glas for the Statesmen each look to carry their
teams to successful seasons.
•,
>
Smith heads a class of seniors that also contains
guard Donald Wynn and forward Harold Horton,
Smith, a 6' 4", 200 lb. Birmingham-native, aver
aged 13.3 ppg., 72 assists per. Smith also shot
42.5% from behind the 3-point line and 80.8% from
the free-throw line. The Chargers will depend
greatly upon his leadership as quarterback of the
offense.
UAH's other game of the classic will pit the
Chargers against the host-team. Christian Broth
ers.
Perhaps the reason for the low pre-season rank
ing is because the Chargers.lost a lot of faces from
last year's squad. Six players from last year "s team
are no longer around. However, judging from the
Midnight Madness presentation and other prac
tices witnessed, the Chargers seem to have sim
ply reloaded with young talent. Don't expect
much of a drop-off as many of the incoming play
ers appear to have the talent to contribute im
mensely to the team.
Small forward Andre Lang, guard Fred
McGinnis, and many others look to add a little
more tempo to the 2000-01 version of Charger
Basketball.
With the absence of big-time college football,
many UAH fans look to the hardwood to get their
school spirit flowing and heart racing. In recent
years, UAH Basketball has been nothing more than
an alumni gathering as, by the middle of the sea
son, the Chargers were already out of opportuni
ties to make it to the GSC Tournament. Once ev
ery few years the Chargers would defeat a bitter
rival but would not successfully compete on a con
sistent basis. Not since the days when names like
Kayo Willis, Ricky Knight, Kent Looney, Ben
Mitchell, and James Mundie where thrown around
have the Charger faithful been so enthused.
By not only making the NCAA Tournament for
the first time, but also making it to the semifinal
round, the 1999-2000 Chargers have raised the
level of play and set the tone for great expecta
tions.
Go ahead and. mark your calendars now, the
first home game for the Chargers will be on
Wednesday, November 29 at 7:00 p.m. against
Kenessaw State.
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Chargers read to face-off
against CHA-rival Niagara
By Keith Conrad
Sports Writer
The Chargers are be
ginning to look like a real
threat this season. Not
only did the Chargers an
nounce their presence
with authority in an earlyseason thrashing of rival
Bowling Green, but they
also added a sweep of
Iona College last week.
Goalie Mark Byrne has
been one standout. "He's
been plain sensational this
year," head coach Doug
Ross said. "When you get
a goaltender like Mark
Byrne, you can play a little
more offensively." Also,
chipping in on a daily ba
sis have been players like
Karlis Zirnis, Darren
Curry
and
Ryan
McCormack. Another bo
nus this season has been
the performance of the
Chargers' bench, espe
cially with newcomer
Adam MacLean's impres
sive 4-2 game in his first
start at goaltender.
Not only did Byne's
third shutout help the
Chargers last weekend,

UAH Hockey will face-off against CHA-rival Niagara this weekend at the VBC.
(Photo by Danny Parker)
but role players like Funk
have also been pivotal in
UAH's success this sea
son. Funk was instrumen
tal in the Chargers' first
win against Iona last
weekend, adding his first
two goals of the season in
their 4-0 win last Friday
night. If the Chargers are
able to have a strong
showing against a team'

Cort Shuttle
6 6 10 Old Madison Pike. Suite 104A .721.0577

www.cortshuttle.com

"Let us buy the gas."
Round-trip shuttle service from Huntsville
to the Birmingham and Nashville Airports!
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like Niagara, their bench
players will undoubtedly
play a major part. Also
working in the Chargers'
favor will be their byeweek this week, allowing
them to heal and be at
100% when they have to
face this tough opponent.
The Chargers have had
some players recognized
for their hard Work.
Defenseman Ian Fletcher
was named College
Hockey America Defen
sive Player of the Week.
Fletcher is the third
Charger player to receive
the award this season. Of
the four awards that have
been given this season,
Charger players have got
ten three of them. Fletcher
is a sophomore and
bagged three assists in last
week's sweep of Iona. On
the season, Fletcher has
two goals and three assists
for five points in eight
games.
The biggest test for the
Chargers will be Niagara
University. They will play
them in a home and road
series beginning at the
VBC on November 17.
"We're going to be
pumped up for them, they
have a good team, but
we're also have a good

team, and we're going to
work hard to beat them
this year. I felt like they
robbed us last year on a
couple of plays, but you
have to give them credit.
"We're definitely going
to be ready for them."
Bryne said of the Niagara
game, "It's not necessarily
a revenge factor against
Niagara. We have to come
out hard and play our best
because teams hke
(Niagara) will be gunning
for us because of our ranki n §"
If the Chargers are to
continue their assault on
the national rankings,
they will definitely have
to compete against teams
like Niagara.
. The two teams have
had a history of close
games and the series at the
VBC should be especially
exciting with the Chargers
playing in front of their
own fans. The true test o
the Chargers' abilities will
be facing Niagara in New
York the following week
end.
This four game series

should be a good measur
ing stick of the Chargers
true chances to advance 0
a possible title run this
year.

*
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Valley
Fellowship

607 Jordan Lane
837-7220

602 Governors Dnve
536-6585

3616 Holmes Avenue

(East of Jordan Ln) • (256) 533-5117
Pastor Greg Simon • Pastor Carol Simon

www.valleyfellowship.com

Jesus is Lard!

Mention this ad for a FREE drink
with your purchase of a sub.
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McGinnis adds to already potent lineup
„

,

By Keith Conrad
Sports Writer

Fred McGinnis was
faced with a tough deci
sion going into this year:
continue going to
Calhoun Community
College or transfer here to
UAH. "I chose UAH be
cause I wanted to stay
home/' McGinnis said.
"Plus, the school is nice."
In addition to the location
of the school, the quality
of the team also influ
enced McGinnis' choice to

transfer.
A graduate of nearby
Butler High School,
McGinnis is almost totally
devoted to the game of
basketball. "All I do is
study and play more bas
ketball," he said.
Aside from the team's
history
of
success,
McGinnis says, "[Head]
coach [Lennie] Acuff and
the staff played a big role
[in his decision to trans
fer]." He also stated that
he preferred UAH's program to that of Calhoun.

Horton and the
"UAH
is better
because ship, we should be at the Wynn,
Wy^, Horton^nd
the
'UAH is
better because
additions
of McGinnis and
top
of
the
conference
you basically know what
Zach Carpenter from Cleve- 2000-01.
you are getting into," again." With Smith,
McGinnis said, adding
that there are many fewer
Opponent
Time/Result
unknowns when you be
Date Site
gin the season here than at
Calhoun.
November
8:00 PM
GSC Crossover-Delta State
With McGinnis added
18
Memphis, TN
GSC Crossover-Christian Bros. 6:00 PM
to the already formidable
19
Memphis, TN
7:00 PM
Athens State Univ.
team, the Chargers look
22
Athens, AL
7:00 PM
Kennesaw State Univ.
like they are in an excel
29
Home
lent position to build on
last year's record. "With
December
7:30 PM
*Univ. of Montevallo
the addition of our re
Montevallo, AL
7:30 PM
Christian Brothers Univ.
cruits, we have a great
Home
7:30 PM
chance of repeating this
Athens State
Home
7:30 PM
Tennessee Temple Univ.
year."
Home
7:30 PM
While McGinnis is very
Berry College
Home
7:30 PM
optimistic about his
*Univ. of West Florida
Home
4:00 PM EST
Kennesaw State Univ.
team's chances this year,
Marietta, GA
he recognizes that it will
take a team effort if the
January
7:00 PM
Chargers are to succeed.
Colorado State Univ.
Ft. Collins, CO
2
7:00 PM
"Univ.
of
North
Alabama
"Our senior class of
Home
6
7:00 PM
"St.
Univ.
of
West
Georgia
Donald Wynn, Joe Smith
Home
13
7:30 PM
Oakland
City
Univ.
and Harold Horton will
Oakland City, IN
15
7:00 PM
•Valdosta
State
Univ.
play a huge role in the suc
Valdosta, GA
20
7:30 PM
"Univ.
of
West
Alabama
cess of the team,
Home
22
7:00 PM
Montevallo
"•Univ.
of
McGinnis said.
Home
27
7:30 PM
"Univ.
of
West
Florida
The Chargers also have
Pensacola, FL
29
a great core of players out
side of McGinnis. "Joe
February
7:00 PM
"Lincoln Memorial Univ.
Smith is the best point
Home
3
8:00
PM
*Univ. of North Alabama
guard in our conference,"
Florence, AL
5
7:30
PM
EST
"St. Univ. of West Georgia
he said. "With his leaderOCarrollton, GA
1
7:30
PM
Oakland City Univ.
Home
14
7:00 PM
"Valdosta State Univ.
Junior guard
Fred
Home
17
7:30 PM
1
*Univ. of West Alabama
Livingston, AL
19
McGinnis is one of many
8:00 PM EST
"Lincoln Memorial Univ.
Harrogate, TN
24
fresh faces that the UAH
March
TBA
GSC Tournament
Basketball team will be
Tupelo, MS
1-3
NCAA South Regional Tourn. TBA
TBA
8-10
counting on this season

Men's Basketball Schedule

as they look to return to

I *Gulf South Conference games. Home games denoted in bold. All tip times are

1

the NCAA Tournamen

Central Standard Time unless otherwise mdicated

Volleyball, continued from page 3
the game prepared to play
hard and have fun."
Unfortunately, UNA

LaFiore led the team
with 22 kills, and Dunham
followed up with 10 of her

out on top in this

own. Denny paced the

came

match-up as well. They
won in three games, 6-15,
16-18, and 3-15. The loss
was a blow to the Lady
Chargers, but according to
LaFiore, "We proved that
we could play with them,
and the game scores were
not really a good indica
tion of how we played.
She went on to say, "We
had plenty of chances to
win the second game, and
we just couldn't seem to
score."

defense with 11 digs, and
Baumgartner tallied 43
assists in the loss.
Overall it was a good
season for the UAH Lady
Chargers, who finished
the season 22-14 overall
and 11-5 in the GSC. They
had no seniors this year, so
they will be returning the
entire team. With this
team back for another sea
son, fans should look for
an even better season in
2001.

EXPERIENCED BROILERS
COOKS

*****SERVERS*****
HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING AVAILABLE

APPLY IN PERSON NOW
AT

Southerland

Station

407 St. Clair Ave., S.W.
Huntsville, AL 35801

STEAIUIOUSE

SALOON.

5901 UNIVERSITY DR
Formerly Southerland Blueprint/
Model Train Supply

IN FRONT OF MADISON MALL

„
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Keillor's Prarie Home Companion
delivers wholesome entertainment

The Five
Spot

By Paul Lindgren
Entertainment
Editor

By Paul
Lindgren
Entertainment
Editor

Chaos reigns live
on Election Day
I can only imagine how irate the rest of America
must have been last Wednesday morning. I'm not
talking about you early risers either. I'm talking
about us junkies who stayed awake well into four
in the morning wondering just what the hell was
going on!
No one seemed more incensed or clueless, how
ever, as our ever-vigilant media folks. Those poor
sods endured grueling shifts of twelve or more
hours on air, and by God it showed! Since when
did Bernard Shaw become a wise-ass and Dan
Rather a drunk, all on air?
What appeared to have happened was the usual
cutthroat media competition - the first network to
call Florida. There was also some obvious liberal
bias, particularly on the part of CBS. Fox appeared
to be the only network operating in a fully objec
tive and cautious manner, probably cause they
didn't have the media resources to backfire on
them, unlike the other networks. It all amounted
to what was perhaps the greatest blunder that has
ever slapped the face of the fourth estate. At first
Florida went to Gore, then it went to Bush, and
now? It's a hamburger hill of political and legal
wrangling.
There was the blushing face of Brian Williams
at two in the morning looking ruefully at his que
screen saying, "Oh no... Uh oh..." Those are the
unmistakable words of someone who really
screwed up when it was found that Gore was rap
idly gaining on Bush in the Florida count. It must
have been a prank call by Indian-giver Gore when
he initially conceded the election.
And those poor Florida election officials? I think
the recount took so damn long cause the anchor
men wouldn't hang up and let them do their job.
"Oh, he was just a flaunt of information," said
Bernard Shaw, sardonically, after a Florida official
plum hung up on CNN. And there was Tom
Brokaw who just stared up at the ceiling with his
mouth open holding back his temper cause some
panicking producer wouldn't stop whispering
instructions to him from behind the camera. Since
when do you catch the media with its pants around
the ankles like this!?
But the media wasn't in complete chaos that
late. Was anyone else listening to Dan Rather on
the CBS crew? How much did he drink before
going on air? There was at one point the unmis
takable look of Ed Bradley glaring at Dan Rather
like he just came off the mothership. Dan Rather
has enough sound bytes of himself to put Jay Leno
out of business. Here are some of the things he
said on air during election night:
- "When it comes to a race like this, I'm a long
distance runner and an all-day hunter."
- "It's heating up like a New York City elevator

See Lindgren, page 10

Looking for a way to
work off those Sunday
blues? You know, that low
feeling you get as you
nurse yourself up to that
par of reality that Monday
demands. Well there's a
way to smooth over that
angst with Garrison
Keillor's A Prarie Home
Companion, an old-fash
ioned comedy radio show.
A Prarie Home Compan
ion is produced by Minne
sota Public Radio and has
been on air for 22 years,
producing nearly a thou
sand radio shows. It's the
Sunday afternoon version
of Conan O' Brien, a tour
de force of mirthful side
splitting entertainment
and storytelling.
The two-hour show
harkens back to the days
when your parents lis
tened to a radio set to
catch their favorite shows.
It delivers a variety of
comical skits and mono
logue performances by an
incredibly talented cast
and a host of guest musi
cians from
around
America. Every sound ef
fect is produced on stage
as the cast performs skits

live before a studio audi
ence. There are comical
radio commercials for a
host of imaginary prod
ucts and advocacy groups.
The house band for A
Prarie Home Companion,
until recently called the
Guy's All-Star Shoe Band,
plays a variety of ragtime
tunes during the inter
ludes. The show always
has talented musical
guests that play a variety
of music from Cajun and
folk to delta blues and
Irish.
The show always con
cludes with Keillor's fa
mous "Tales from Lake
Wobegon," which have
made him perhaps the
greatest storyteller in
American literature. Gar
rison recites to us humor
ous, lighthearted stories
from this imaginary Min
nesota small town where
a host of characters put to
test the lessons in life
through absurd trial and
tribulation.
Garrison's storytelling
is masterful and marvelously entertaining. The
preacher's sermon will
never seem as clever and
witty again when you've
listened to Keillor spin his
tales of small town life on
the inclimate Minnesota

Keillor's Prarie Home Companion provides a comedy
radio show. (Photo courtesy of Garrison Keillor)
praine.
A Prarie Home Compan
ion is tuned in by nearly
2.6 million North Ameri
cans every week and is
broadcasted on over 460
radio stations across the
continent. You can tune in
to A Prarie Home Compan
ion on Huntsville's WLRH

on 89.3 FM every Saturday at 5 p.m., or Sunday
at noon. So pick up a Sun
day paper on your way
home from church, move
that lazy-boy in front of
the radio, fix yourself
some sweet tea, and let
your woes be gone with
Garrison Keillor.

Sparks' new book heart-warming
By Jennifer L.
Sharp
Layout Editor
Following in the design
of his previous three nov
els, The Notebook, Message
in a Bottle, and A Walk to
Remember,
Nicholas
Sparks' fourth novel, The
Rescue, offers yet another
heart-warming tale of
hardship, discovery, suf
fering, and love. Sparks
tells the story of Taylor
McAden, a small town
volunteer firefighter who,
with no concern for his
own life, takes immeasur
able risks in order to save
the lives of complete
strangers.
The story takes place in
North Carolina during the
summer of 1999. It was
during that year that one

of the worst storms ever to Kyle is missing. A search Taylor's past.
roll across the North Caro begins, which would lead
As the plot continues,
lina countryside reeked to a relationship between Denise and Taylor begin to
havoc amongst its resi Denise and Taylor.
drift apart when tragedy
dents, destroying numer
As Denise learns more strikes. As Taylor attempts
ous homes and changing about Taylor, she soon dis to come to grips with what
both Taylor's and Denise covers a deep-seeded pain has happened, he soon re
Holton's lives forever.
hidden in Taylor's past, alizes that the only way he
Coming home from which makes him more can do that is with
taking her four-year-old than a little emotionally Denise's help. The tables
son, Kyle, to a research unavailable. As revealed are suddenly turned wit
center in the hopes of find by Taylor's friends, he is a Taylor being the one need
ing some reason for her man incapable of falling in ing the rescue. But, then
son's learning disabilities, love. It seems as if Taylor again, perhaps he was a Denise happens upon the seeks out women who ways the one.
storm. In the blinding rain need to be rescued and
Sparks yet again deliv
Denise barely misses a then as soon as their crisis ers a romance to beat a
deer in the road before her is over and the relation romance. With gripping
car begins to skid and she ship starts to get intimate, situations and touching
crashed into a line of trees. he leaves them. Although moments, The Rescue^ o
When she awakens, Tay this bothers Denise, she lows suit with Sparks pre
lor is standing over her realizes that it is too late vious three New York Tinws
asking her if she is okay. to back out now—she has bestsellers. This book is
Bleeding and in pain, fallen in love with Taylor well on its way to joining
Denise turns to the back and believes that she can
seat only to discover that uncover the pain in
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Cyberartist Huff to present his work at UAH
By Paul Lindgren
Entertainment
Editor
Critically-acclaimed
digital artist Kenneth Huff
will give an illustrated
talk about his computergenerated fine art on Tues
day, November 21. The
presentation will be in the
University Center Room
131 at 4 p.m.
Huff's images are
based on forms and scenes
experienced in dreams.
They are surreal and fan
tastic,
almost
otherworldly. He explores
visually appealing colors,
patterns, forms and tex
tures to reinterpret the
minute details of nature.
Not wanting to force sym
bolic interpretations of his
images, he does not use
verbal titles for his work.
"I instead hope that
people will take the time
to find their own mean

ings and interpretations,"
he says. "I have found that
one of the great joys of
showing my work comes
upon hearing a new and
unique interpretation of
an image."
An Orlando-based art
ist, Huff has been creating
digital art for over 15
years, and his work is held
in private and corporate
collections around the
globe. He uses the same
computer hardware as
that used by the movie
entertainment industry.
Huff's work is often
preconceived through
sketches. He then models
his forms through digital
sculpting by creating
NURB curves and sur
faces, which is a math
ematical method for ren
dering three-dimensional
curves and surfaces. He
then applies the desired
lighting, arrangement,
color and texture to

Huff's work will be on display at the UC from Nov. 21- Dec. 20. (Photo courtesy of UAH Art Department)
achieve his sweeping and computer scientists. His sity Center from Novem- tation is free. The presen
work is certainly on the ber 21 through December tation is courtesy of the
spectacular final images.
UAH Department of Art &
Huff's presentation frontier of a new genera 20. They are also dis
Art History. For more in
should be of interest to a tion of cyberartists of the played on his Internet
formation,
please call 824w e b s i t e ,
broad range of students, 21st century.
6114.
Works of Huff will be www.itgoesboing.com.
particularly
artists,
on
display at the Univer- Admission to his presen
graphic designers, and

UAH ushers in millennium with lifting sounds
By Paul Lindgren
Entertainment
Editor
Lifting harmonies and
triumphant movements
sounded through the soar
ing confines of First Bap
tist Church on Sunday,
November 12,as the UAH
Choir and Cellegium Or
chestra celebrated the end
of the millennium with a
repertoire of psalms and
hymns.

The theme of the con struggles and achieve
cert was the journey of ments."
One of the more spec
mankind and its univer
tacular
pieces performed
sality of suffering and re
John
Rutter's
ligious devotion.Six com was
posers from around the "Gloria." The movement
world were featured in the was initially rumbling and
program,
including triumphant until it culmi
Norway's
Nystedt, nated into a glorious expe
Russia's Stravinsky and rience of spiritual fealty America's own Aaron the sound of heaven's
opening
for
Copeland. The repertoire gates
marks a celebration of this mankind's glimpse.
Stravinsky's "Sym
journey "as we embark on
a new era of human phony of Psalms" was

performed in its three
movements. The prelude's
theme was that of a sinner
praying for divine piety,
and it evoked emotions of
penance and humility
with an impending and
suspenseful sound. The
recognition of grace re
ceived was the theme of
the "Double Fugue"
movement.
Finally,
Stravinsky's piece con
cluded with the choral
rendition of Psalm 150

with almost Wagnerian
triumphance in its solemn
orchestration.
Dr. Margery Whatley
and Melanie Payne per
formed
Copeland's
"Promise of Living" from
"The Tender Land" as
dual pianists, a work com
memorating the fellow
ship of humanity through
good work and success.
The concert concluded
with G. Mahler's "Finale
from Symphony No. 2 (the

Resurrection)." The lovely
soloists Karen Callaway
and Christie McCleary
lended a blissful and an
gelic harmony to a piece
that finished with an in
tense musical accord one
wished would not end.
The UAH Choir and
Collegium Orchestra was
conducted by Bonnie
Sneed and included mem
bers of UAH music faculty
and the Huntsville Sym
phony.

The Wallflowers and U2 release new albums
By Keith
Harrison
TMS Campus
"Breach," The Wall
flowers (Interscope) No
stars
Talent, apparently,
skips a generation, as
Bob's kid proves himself
to be gifted only in his
ability to churn out
middle-aged milquetoast
music while still a young
man. This brand of tasteful-to-a-fault, toe-tapping
pop rock scores big with
aging Boomers who
loathe rap and even now
cringe at the mere mention
of the word "Nirvana,"
yet still feel the narcissis
tic urge to remain "hip."
(What - you thought
Sheryl Crow's popularity
could be fully explained
by those cheekbones?)
Used to be that you had to
go to Vegas to hear the pre
vious generation's music

being exhumed. Now
Jakob Dylan picks up the
tattered flag of the
Woodstock nation and
plants it right in your front
yard, pausing only to bat
those pale blue eyes at the
gathered paparazzi. And
if nine out of 10 accoun
tants in a blind taste test
couldn't tell the Wallflow
ers from Counting Crows,
well, they both sound
great in the Lexus, don't
they?
"All That You Can't
Leave Behind," U2
(Interscope) 5 stars
It'd be easy enough to
dismiss the new U2 record
as a big, pathetic wet kiss
to those annoying "old"
fans who haven't stopped
braying since their heroes
got all ironic on them af
ter the "Joshua Tree" disc.
Certainly, with the Edge's
guitar making that chim
ing sound all over the
again, this disc

might better be named
"Mea Culpa." But the
toughest feat in the musicbiz circus is managing to
be both popular and good
- and, Bono's occasional
hamfisted lyric aside, it is
indeed to U2's credit that
they have walked that
tightrope before, and have
a few nice moments under
the bigtop on this disc as
well. Sure, there's a sense
of late '80s deja vu cours
ing through songs like
"Beautiful Day" and "El
evation," but there's no
denying the walloping
rhythmic kick of the
former and stun-gun
thrills of the latter. The
clunky "New York,"

though, sounds like it was
written by an NYU fresh
man who just arrived
from the sticks. And too
many of the songs on the
last half of the disc go for
that big, passionate "One"
vibe, only to wind up
sounding bloated and life
less. In the end, a better
band would have found a
way to get the old fans
back in the fold without
backpedaling quite so fu
riously. But making the
occasional compromise is
what supergroups are all
about, and right now there
aren't too many other
bands that even seem to
want to bother.
© TMS Campus, 2000
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13 DAYS LEFT
Coming Soon...

The Evin Rudes
Great Band!
Great Music!
When: Tuesday,
Nov. 28th
Where: U.C. Mom's
Time: 9 P.M.
-brought to you by
A.C.E.-
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Field's Beautiful is hard to swallow
By Lauren Eiter

Bounce (PG-l3) 11:00
4:20 7:00 9:40 12:15

Entertainment
Writer

The 6th Day (PG-13)
20
4:05 7:00 9:45 12:""

What makes a woman
beautiful and how far will
some go to be called that?
The movie Beautiful, di
rected by Sally Field, ex
poses the ugly and poten
tially destructive side of
beauty. It has been said
that pain is beauty, and
this is all too true for a girl
named Mona Hibbard. In
this film, Mona is a young
girl who is in hot pursuit
of beauty queen status,
and she tries at all cost to
achieve it. At the begin
ning of the film I was
dumbfounded at this
girl's obsession with pag
eants, but it soon became
clear why she was so des
perately seeking the lime
light.
Mona (Minnie Driver)
suffers severe neglect

Men of Honor (R) 1:40
4:20 7:05 9:35 12:05
Little Nicky (PG-13)
11:15 1:30 4:30 7:30
10:00 12:15
Billy Elliot (R) 5:05 7:20
10:05 12:20
Rugrats in Paris
11:05 1:00 3:00 5:00
7:20 9:20
The Grinch (PG) 2:00
4:25 7:10 9:25 11:45
Red Planet (PG-13)
11:05 1:15 4:20 7:15
9:15 10:1512:10
Charlie's Angels (PG13) 4:10 7:10 9:30 12:00
Legend of Bagger Vance
(PG-13) 11:101:15 4:20
7:05 9:40 12:10
The Little Vampire (R)
11:05 1:05 3:05
Bedazzled (PG-13) 1:25
4:25 7:25

4THX
A UDITORIUMS

Remember the Titans
(PG): 11:00 1:35 4:15
>:10 9:30 12:00
Meet the Parents (PG13) 11:15 1:35 4:35
7:15 9:35 12:00

Men of Honor (R) 1:00
4:00 7:00 10:00
Little Nicky (PG-13)
1:30 4:30 7:30 9:45
Pay It Forward (PG-13)
1:05 4:05 7:05 9:50
Bedazzled (PG-13) 1:35
4:35 7:35 9:55
The Legend of Bagger
Vance (PG-13) 1:0(T 4:00
6:50 9:40 1:30 4:30
7:30 10:05
Charlie's Angels (PG13) 1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30
1:40 4:40 7:40 10:00
Meet the Parents (PG13) 1:20 4:20 7:20 9:50
BW2: Book of Shadows
(R) 1:20 4:20 7:20 9:55
The Little Vampire (PG)
1:15 4:15 7:15 9:35

Hallie Kate Eisenberg and Minnie Driver star in Beautiful (Photo from Destination
Films and movies.yahoo.com)
the message that we as a matters. What makes a slim figure or her straight
society chase after appear woman beautiful and how teeth. Her beauty was fi
ances rather than obtain far will some go to be nally revealed in some
ing what is real. We pur called beautiful? Mona thing deeper than a fake
sue beauty queen status, sacrificed her whole life, smile. It was shown in her
so to speak, all the while but what made her beau character.
neglecting what really tiful in the end was not her

The Legend of Bagger Vance could
be called Zen and the Art of Golf
ary caddy Bagger Vance,
played by Will Smith, and
Entertainment
his childhood hero, golfer
Editor
Rannulph Junuh (Matt
Robert Redford deliv Damon).
The story Hardy tells
ers yet another masterful
film with The Legend Of takes place in DepressionBagger Vance, a clever tale era Savannah where local
of life's essence and the golf hero Junuh must re
greatest game ever capture the "swing" he
played. Smart and enter lost following the tragedy
taining, Bagger Vance is of his experience in the
subtle in its philosophy Great War. A $100,000 golf
tournament with two of
between the seams.
Based on the Steven America's greatest golfers,
Pressfield novel of the Robert T. Jones and Walter
same name, The Legend of Hagen, challenges him to
Bagger Vance is narrated overcome the personal
by an older Hardy Reeves demons which had
(Jack Lemmon) who re haunted him for a decade.
flects back on the time in Then along comes Vance,
which he had met legend a frivolous yet sage caddy
who coaches Junuh on re
gaining his one true "au
thentic swing."
Human existence is
equated thematically in
the art of golf, a theme not
dissimilar to Redford's
previous critically acclaim
film, A River Runs Through

By Paul Lindgren

Regal Cinemas

MADISON SQ. 12
Madison Sq. Mall 830-6829

Bounce (PG-13) 1:05
4:05 7:05 9:40

from her parents, so, in
response, she seeks
acknowledgement in out
ward appearance. Al
though she has nothing to
the extent of striking
beauty, she is determined
to one day be Miss
America. Along the way,
Mona meets a girl in her
Home Economics class
who turns out to be a valu
able asset to her, not only
because she can sew all
her costumes, but because
she is the only friend
Mona has ever known.
This movie encom
passes a lot of hard to
swallow facts. Beauty
does not lie in what one
sees. It is so much more
than appearance, and I
think Field does an excel
lent job in her debut pro
duction of exposing the
sordid
realities
of
America's ideals. Through
this movie, Field chimes

Rugrats in Paris
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:0
9:00 4:00 6:00 8:00
Remember the Titans
(PG) 1:15 3:45 6:15
8:45 11:15
The Sixth Day (PG-13)
3:30 7:15 9:45 1:45
4:15 6:45 9:15 11:45
Red Planet (PG-13) 1:50
4:20 6:50 9:20 11:40
What Lies Beneath (PG13) 1:45 6:45
The Contender (R)
12:45 6:15
I (PG) 12:;

2:45 5:00 7:45 10:00
1:30 4:00 7:00 9:15
11:30
Lucky Numbers
1:30 4:15 9:30 11:4.
The Legend of the
Drunken Master (R)
3:30 9:00 11:15

Win Tickets to the Movies!
Movie Trivia:
Who directed the 1991 movie featuring Bounce
star Gwyneth Paltrow's mother?
The first 6 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY6 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
from 12:00 - 2:00pm on Tues. No one who has won
in the last monthis eligible for any contest or trivia.
Please see Jennifer Sharp in ®lje^xponent office only
between the hours specified above.

Bagger Vance (Will Smith) is a caddy that offers advice
to golfer Rannulph Junuh (Matt Damon). (Photo from
Dreamworks and movies.yahoo.com)
It. The Legend of Bagger
Vance is rife with Zen and
existential overtones, and
the caddy himself is a
spiritual figure who
should be more heard
than seen for his abstract
wisdom on life.
Despite what may be
considered a needless ro
mance between Junuh and
Charlize Theron's charac
ter, Adel, to contribute the

movie's overall premise,
The Legend of Bagger Vance
is one of the more intelli
gent movies to have hit the
theatres lately. Damon de
livers another satisfactory
performance of a hero in
personal crisis as he had in
Rounders and Good Will
Hunting, and Smith offers
himself up wonderfully to
a Hollywood seeking
charismatic talent for
drama. Movie-goers will
find Bagger Vance both
fresh and humorous, and
you can expect to walk out
of the theatre with a reflec
tion on life in a way that
only Redford can deliver.
And so what were life's
impeccable truths that
Bagger Vance offers to the
audience? Well, go out
and grab that ever handy
five-iron and start chip
ping, cause only you can
find your own swing.
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Editorial

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

Faculty, staff, students,
alumni and friends of
UAH have the chance to
become a team player in
the process of educational
funding in Montgomery.
Friends and supporters
of The University of Ala
bama System have created
a political action commit
tee (PAC) designed to pro
tect the interests of the UA
System's three campuses
in the state capital by sup
porting legislators who
promote the system's in
terests. With so many
PACs in Montgomery vy
ing for education dollars,
some view this step as a
necessity.
"Virtually every inter
est group in the state has
a PAC," said Dr. Joan
Williamson, president of
the UAH Faculty Senate.
"We're one of the few or
ganizations who do not.
PACs have been very ef. fective .in electing candi' "dates' who support the in
terests of K-12 and many
other interest groups. As
we heard State Represen
tative Howard Hawk say
when he addressed a joint
meeting of the UAH Fac
ulty Senate and the UAH
Staff Senate, if you want to
win, you have to play by
the rules."
She said the numbers
exist within the UA Sys
tem to produce a very ef
fective PAC. The three
campuses have more than
40,000 students, and
20,000 full-time and parttime faculty and staff.
Adding these numbers to
the more than 175,000
alumni of the university
system could create a sub
stantial fund to support
the system's legislative
agenda.
Everyone is eligible to
contribute in any amount
to the PAC and there is no
minimum contribution if
you decide to participate,
according
to
Dr.
Williamson. UAH em
ployees may contribute by
check or by payroll deduc
tion. Joining the Univer
sity System PAC is strictly
voluntary. Enrollment
forms are available now
from various sources.
For more information
on this and other campus
issues, you can contact Dr.
Joan Williamson, Faculty
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Senate president, at 8242470, or Ray Garner, Staff
Senate president at 8246414. For more informa
tion on any matter relating
to legislative issues, con
tact Gary Smith at 8246084
or
email
at
smithgd@uah.edu.

Dear Editor.
My letter is in response
to the insane editorial in
the 11/9 edition of The
Exponent by one of your
opinion writers regarding
White people stealing
Black and Latino culture.
It is satirical, and I hope
you consider printing it.
Man, what is with this
current trend of Black
people trying to be equal
to White people. Last
week, I walked into a lo
cal restaurant and a young
Black male was sitting at
the counter eating a sand
wich. What the heck was
he thinking? I was so up
set, I excused myself to the
restroom and, lo and be
hold, a Black man was in
the lavatory!! Then, when
I stepped out to get a sip
of water, I witnessed a
Black man drinking out of
a "White" water fountain.^
I've started noticing a
change in this country. A
disturbing change. Black
politicians. Blacks in the
front seats of busses!!
Blacks wearing white
people's blue jeans and lis
tening to my White music.
I mean, what the hell is
going on in a world where
a simple White man can t
go to Wal-Mart without
seeing a bunch of Black
people dressed "White" in
their Caucasian clothing.
How dare they not be
wearing "their" clothing
lines! LEAVE MY LEVI'S
ALONE!! That's not all. A
couple of days ago, this
Dodge Neon rolls up next
to me in the Wal-Mart
parking lot. The door
opens, and some easy lis
tening crap is leaking
from it's sound system. I
can barely hear it, but I rec
ognize crusty old "White"
music when I hear it. You
can imagine my surprise
when the lady who
stepped forth from the car
was a young Black
woman. I was sure she d
be listening to some ob
noxiously booming rap
music.Then, when she

spoke to me, I was
shocked. This crazy per
son spoke perfect English
with not a trace of hip-hop
or Ebonics in her speech.
She was polite, articulate,
and intelligent. I thought
to myself, "This poor dear
lady, doesn't she know
she's Black?"
Of course, this whole
letter is completely AB
SURD! The merging of our
cultures, Black, Latino,
White, whatever, is a
byproduct of tolerance
and peaceful coexistence
in this country. We've seen
the alternative, and I for
one hope we can remain
united. Wanting to keep
cultures separated and
unique to a certain race is
ridiculous. Sure, I've seen
the so-called "White guy
acting Black." But what is
that guy really doing in
that lowered pickup truck
with the booming bass but
trying to embrace a part of
the American culture he
enjoys? By the way, when
you all respond to this let
ter, please know that I am
not some bigoted White
guy. I'm Latino. It is a la
bel that does not define
me, restrict my tastes for
music or clothing, or make
•me who I am. I am an
American. Can we not just
label "Our" culture as the
"American culture"?

Carter Garza
Communications Major
Dear Editor
Did you even take the
time to read the racist gar
bage written by one of
your opinion writers in
The Exponent from No
vember 9th? The article,
trash is what it really is,
was titled "What hap
pened?" In it Ms.
Keshemia Goodloe dis
cusses her disappoint
ment with the way (her
words) 'White guys',
'White America', and
'young White Americans'
seem to copy hip-hop
style specifically Black
and Latino style. She
seems to think that it is
okay for Blacks and
Latinos to be upset with
the way 'White Ameri
cans' 'copy' them. Instead
of looking at this as a posi
tive thing she seems to
think this is White
America's way of stealing
from Latinos and Blacks.

All is fair in
love and
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-in-Chief
So much for Election Day results.
Maybe well get some "election
month" results before the end of the
month.
Then again, legal actions do have a
way of taking up a lot of time, and one
party's legal maneuvers often set off a
domino effect with the opposition. The
Democratic and Republican Parties are
certainly no exception to the rule.
Democrats demanding a revote. Republicans challenging a re
count. Democrats making claims of
racial discrimination and unclear bal
lots. Republicans shouting about poor
losers and the stability of the election
process.
Really though, is anyone surprised?
I'm sure not.
A race that is as close as this year's
presidential election has proven to be
is bound to cause anxiety on the part
of the candidates. One will emerge
victorious, by the skin of his teeth, and
the other will be haunted by a few
hundred votes—or perhaps by just a
single electoral vote.
What I don't understand—or
maybe I understand all too well—is
the problem George W. Bush has with
letting the voters of the stateof Florida
have their say. If he is so sure that he
has already won, then what is he afraid
of? Won't the results be the same if
there is a re-vote in a single Florida
county? Didn't the voters of that
county have the same opportunity to
express their true opinion as to who
our country's next President should
be? If they did, then the results in that

j

county will be the same in the event of
ane-vote.*•* ~
: -T< • , \ J F i
Personally, I don't think they would
be the same, but, unfortunately, I doubt
if a re-vote will ever take place. De
mocracy means that all of the people
have an equal opportunity to vote,
which obviously wasn't the case when
over 19,000 votes were disqualified
due to an unclear ballot.
People claiming that something
should have been said about the clar
ity of the ballots prior to their use in
the election certainly don't have tech
nical communication backgrounds.
Looking at a document, or a ballot, and
trying to use one.are two very differ
ent things. That is why large compa
nies spend so much money on.usability testing.
Just because a person made a mis
take due to a poorly designed ballot
does not mean that his or her right to
vote should be terminated. Even tire
most educated people can have diffi
culty following unclear directions.
Besides, people don't have to have
a college degree to vote. People don't
even need a particular IQ level to vote.
And that is the way it should be. This
is America. Ideally, everyone's voice
should be heard.
I truly believe that if the shoe were
on the other foot, the Republican Party
would feel the same way
But this really shouldn't be an is
sue that concerns Democrats or Repub
licans. It should be seen as a matter that
affects every American's right to have
a say in who will govern this nation.

Hi. Two of my friends
that I have not seen in a
very, very long time came
into town today for the
weekend. After a lot of
debate as to what to do
tonight, we finally de
cided to go see Bedazzled
at the theater. With plans
finally settled, I went to
class and left them playing
cards in the honor's
lounge in Morton Hall. I
guess, after about half an
hour, they got bored with
cards. One started fid
dling around online and
the other read today's is
sue of The Exponent. She
Tilghman Turner saw Lauren Eiter's review
UAH Student of Bedazzled and thought,
"Oh cool. I wonder what
this person thought of the
Dear Editor:

Can you imagine the out
rage that would occur if a
White Student said that
about Blacks and Latinos?
I doubt very seriously if
the article would have
been printed! What about
the outrage by prominent
Black leaders concerning
racial profiling? If Blacks
and Latinos are the only
ones allowed to dress in a
certain way and fix up
their cars a certain way,
doesn't it make it easier to
profile? Ms. Goodloe, do
UAH students a favor and
keep your racial hatred to
yourself!

movie?" She began to read
the article out loud. I
walked into the room just
as she was finishing.
So, Lauren, guess
what? We did not go to go
see Bedazzled. Want to
know why? Because you
described almost the en
tire movie and gave away
the ending. Let me give a
piece of advice that one of
my middle school English
teachers gave to me in ref
erence to a book report.
Don't give away the end
ing. Make them want to go
and watch it for them
selves. Anywho, I just
wanted to write and say
thank you for ruining our
evening plans.

Mistie Pruitt
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Voters should vote cautiously

By James

Kodrowski
SGA President
Unfortunately several more cars were broken
into this weekend at SECH. This repeated theme
is getting old. When will enough be enough? On
a brighter note, programming chair Anthony
Holden has looked into an SGA sponsored trip to
watch the UAH hockey team play Wayne State
able seats on the bus. If it all goes through this
will be a great way to start off the New Year sup-.
team, star defenseman Ian Fletcher was named to
It's great to see our athletes take an active role in
student government. Ian is a Poli-Sci student who
is going to make a great addition to SGA.
One of the topics that are always a concern for
students is communication. The university is look
ing into several ways to help students keep up to
date. A computer based campus communication
system is definitely one solution the university is
looking into. If you'are interested in helping to
bring this about, or if you would like to offer your
opinion on the system please go to mascot.com
and look into this campus communication tool.
Let me know what you think about it via email
kodrowj@email.uah.edu or give me a call at 8246375. Continuing with improving communication
on campus, the prototype computer for
Campus.net should be arriving this week. After
the kiosk is built to contain the unit and the proper
wiring is installed SGA will set up the first model
in the lobby of the UC. The expected date for this
to happen is the beginning of next semester.
This Friday is the next University of Alabama
school system Board of Trustees meeting in
Tuscaloosa, I'll have a report on the points raised
in my next article. Have a great week.

By J. Caleb

Clanton

Opinion Writer
And the winner is:
Gore. No, Bush. No,
Gore. No, Bush...
And so the media has
flip-flopped in their pre
mature and unnecessary
predictions covering the
tightest presidential race
in decades. I must admit
my delight in watching
the media shove their col
lective foot in their mouth
repeatedly as they
struggled to decipher just
exactly who won the
Presidential election from
their sampling equations
and speculative analyses.
Eventually, though, the
media had to give up and
just report the numbers as
they came in.
Imagine that: the media

resorting to merely report
ing (as opposed to predict
ing) the news.
But, they really should
have expected this elec
tion to be a close one. The
polls predicted it all along.
They predicted that it
would be too close to call
until all of the results came
in. How ironic.
It is actually exciting to
see an election comedown
to the wire for once. At the
risk of sounding trite, I
must say that such an elec
tion reinforces the argu
ment that each and every
vote is important and po
tentially crucial to the out
come of the election.
I am reminded of a lo
cal election in my home
town a few years back.
The race actually ended in
a dead-even tie. Accord
ing to law, though, a cointoss was the legal
tiebreaker. I remember
thinking that the "will of
the people"came down to
calling tails in the air.
Just imagine if the
presidential election came
to that.
Such considerations
then emphasize to me the
importance of voting. Ev
ery person should vote,
sure.
Furthermore,

though, each citizen
should vote purposefully
and with great caution in
keeping with the serious
nature of civic responsibil
ity.
As the election results
of Florida became a vital
component in determin
ing our President-elect,
there was much contro
versy raised over the bal
lot in Palm Beach County.
According to some mostly Democrats, of
course - the Palm Beach
County ballot was confus
ing, and thus resulted in
many voters unintention
ally voting - for Pat
Buchanan instead of vot
ing for A1 Gore. Appar
ently, due to this alleged
confusion involved on the
ballot - a ballot approved
by a Democratic official some 19,000 plus voters
voted for more than one
candidate, consequently
rendering their ballots in
valid. And, these 19,000
plus disqualified ballots
could have potentially al
tered the results of the
election in Florida, and
thus the Electoral College
at large.
Because the election
was so close, especially in
Florida, each and every

Lindgren, continued from page 6
in August."
- "You talk about a
ding-dong, knock-down,
get up race..."
- "The contest was
tighter than rusted
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lugnuts on a '55 Ford."
they would carry hand
- "[Gore's] back is to the guns."
door, his shirt's on fire,
- "This will show you
and the bill collector's at how tight it is: its spandex
the door."
tight!"
.in Austin, between
"[Bush] swept
the 10-gallon hats and the through the South like a
Willie Nelson sweat tornado through a trailer
bands."
park."
- This race is tighter
- "I'm a smoker, I'm a
than a tight bathing suit joker, I'm a midnight
on a long ride home from toker."
the beach."
He even referred to Bob
- "If frogs had pockets, Schaefer as the "Deputy
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Dog" and California's
electoral votes as the "big
burrito." Well, I think ole
Dan Rather is just ready
for the pasture.
And so for those of you
who chose to crash so
early Tuesday night, you
may never get the chance
to see the media in such
chaos again. Few things
were as authentically en
tertaining as Election Day,
and it could be a shame.
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vote was crucial in decid
ing the outcome. There
fore, each voter should
have approached his or
her voting duties with ex
treme caution and in a
most responsible and dis
cerning manner. That
means, each voter in Palm
Beach County, as in the
rest of the country, should
have carefully read the
ballots and chosen their
appropriate candidate ac
cordingly. And, if the bal
lots were filled out in an
invalid way, i.e. by choos
ing more than one candi
date, then those ballots
should have been thrown
out.
The call for a re-elec
tion in Palm Beach County
is simply irresponsible.
The actual election is both
the time and place for citi
zens to make their deci
sions manifest. Thus, it is
not wise to potentially
compromise the integrity
of an entire election be
cause of the indiscretion of
a few careless voters.

email; peteiJsanfacon.com
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Weekly Horoscope
Aries (March 21-April 19). The workload is heavy on Monday,
but the party flag is flying by Tuesday. Your luck has just changed for
the better, which should be obvious on Wednesday. Don't get too
rowdy that night, however. The headache you'd have on Thursday
morning would be just awful. Watch for bargains and profitable op
portunities late Thursday and Friday.Travel is forecast for this week
end. The only problem on Saturday is that you can't take everybody
with you. Your reaction to an unexpected event on Sunday lets you
know you're on the right path.
Taurus (April 20-May 2Q). Get your lovin' in early on Monday.
The work pace picks up, and on Tuesday you'll be racing at full speed
with all the other rats. Avoid an attractive distraction on Wednesday.
If you don't watch where you're going, you could run into some
thing. Avoid a person who's all talk and no action on Thursday, to
save valuable time. Be flexible on Friday; it's likely there'll be a change
in your plans. The urge to splurge will be hard to fight this weekend.
Get a high-quality item after which you've long lusted, and your
buyer's remorse should be minimal.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Detailed work flows on Monday, so
push yourself to get it all done. There's a mess-up regarding a ro
mantic appointment mid-Tuesday, but you're in for a pleasant sur
prise later that evening. That would also be a good time for you to
pop the question, if you have one to ask. Circumstances beyond your
control could interfere with your love life on Wednesday. Just save
up your money, and you'll get a chance to spend it on Thursday.
Collaborate closely with a co-worker Friday, and a difficult assign
ment will befun. Do what your partner suggests on Saturday. That's
the partner you can trust completely, of course. Visiting friends to
gether on Sunday should prove interesting. You might even want to
take notes.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Remember to do the errands you prom
ised on Monday, and you'll be nicely rewarded. You'd like to sleep in
on Tuesday, but your partner and/or your boss have other plans.
Something needs to be done at home on Tuesday and Wednesday. If
you don't already know what it is, your roommate will be glad to tell
you. By Thursday you're ready for an outing, but it may be late be
fore you can get away. It'll be easier to get your chores done Friday,
and then you can make a break for it. On Saturday the other person
has the first serve, so take care. The more you aim to please on Sun
day, the more likely you'll win the game.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Shop for bargains on household items as
much as you can on Monday. You might find the perfect thing at a
great price on your lunch hour. If quality and style are more impor
tant to you than price, you can wait until Tuesday. If you and your
mate can't agree on Wednesday, stall. Odds are good you 11 find an
alternative on Thursday that neither of you had considered. Don t
get depressed if a scheme you try Friday simply doesn t work. It s
more complicated than that, so do more research and studying over
the weekend. Save plenty of time for fun and games, too. Your favor
ite playmate has a few surprises in store for you.
1 Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You're apt to be the one who finds the
^nWer on"Monday Keep digging, your chances are better than any
one else's. Financial rewards could be yours on Tuesday or Wednes
day. The money's a result of your willingness to get rid of something
that's cluttering up your private space. Something you find on Thurs
day could change the way you do your work. It might even change
where you work, if necessary. Frustrations on Friday could have you
checking the want ads. Don't leave one paycheck before you have
another one lined up. If you're thinking of relocating, this weekend
will be perfect. Or, just have a party at your place. Looks like there s
lots of chaos there anyway — might as well enjoy it.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). You could be faced with a load of over
due chores on Monday. Don't panic, just take them one at a time. Put
them in order of importance. Your energy level's high through Tues
day and Wednesday, and you're getting smarter. You'll find that a
task that was daunting before isstarting to become almosteasy. Don t
get cocky, though. Thursday and Friday are fraught with peril. You
may even be too tired to go out on Friday night. Schedule your ro
mantic interlude for Saturday instead. Choose a date who's stimu
lating intellectually as well as otherwise, and you'll have a weekend
to write home about.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). A friend can help you make an impor
tant connection on Monday. Go ahead and ask fdr the favor. Know
ing which button to push helps you find the resources you need on
Tuesday and Wednesday. Pushing (hem takes tact, and perfect tim
ing, both of which you have in abundance. A mess at home coujd
throw you off stride on Thursday — temporarily. Stay alert; you
get another opportunity to score. Things are not as they appear to be
on Friday. Don't say much, you could find out later that you were
talking to the wrong person. Saturday's good for losing a wager, or
spending too much at the stores. Ixnay on gambling, too. Sunday s
better for fixing up your place, but don't stay up late. You 11 nee
your beauty sleep by then.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Don't snap back at a critical older
person on Monday. If you simply say, "Yes, SIR!" or ma am, whic
ever the case may be, you'll increase your profits instead of losing
your job. Tell the whole story to your friends on Tuesday, and they
give you lots of sympathy. Don't let them solve your problem for
you on Wednesday, though. That would be too expensive. Let them
inspire you, and maybe teach you how to do it yourself on Thursday.
Keep a low profile on Friday. Listen instead of telling what you know,
and you'll discover an error before you make it. The ball s in your
court over the weekend. Partying with neighbors and siblings would
be perfect. Don't spread gossip you've recently heard, however. Chec
it out carefully by asking a friend who would know on Sunday.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Looks like the coast is clear onMonday if you want to try something slightly dangerous. Your friends
will be glad to help, so you won't be alone. If you ve been keeping a
secret, be ready to confess it on Tuesday or Wednesday. It'll come out
around then anyway, so if you mention it first, you'll look better.
Don't bother to ask for a raise on Thursday or Friday. You re more
likely to get a cut in your pay, or lose a client. Some of the things you
learn over the weekend could help you improve your income, though,
so don't worry about it.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). If you have all the facts and figures,

By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services (week of November 13)

you could benefit quite nicely on Monday. Don't leave anything to
chance. Travel's appealing onTuesday and Wednesday/but not a good
idea. Take care of obligations instead. You're likely to clash with an
older person Wednesday night or Thursday. This person is saying
your dreams are unrealistic. Don't let that stop you. Dreams don t
have to be realistic anyway. Don't hurt yourself by trying to push a
square peg into a round hole on Friday. You'd be wise to play with a
team, or bet on one, over the weekend.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Your partner's got all the angles fig
ured out on Monday, so just go along with the program. A long-dis
tance contact on Tuesday could lead to a better job if you re inter
ested. If money's tight on Tuesday, maybe it's time to go looking.
Don't tell any work-related secrets on Wednesday, especially about
the boss. He or she is apt to find out on Thursday or Friday, and
would not be amused. Your priorities are constantly shifting this
weekend, so stay flexible. An older person wants to take control, but
may not have the route figured out quite yet. Give helpful hints.
If You're Having a Birthday This Week:

Nov. 20: Priorities are changing. You're growing from playing in
the present to planning for the future.
Nov. 21: Join friends in spiritual inquiry and find the balance
you've sought. You'll become more outspoken in the process.
Nov. 22: Choose your friends carefully this year. They could lead
you to great knowledge or into debt!
Nov. 23: Old beliefs are challenged this year. Your studies lead to
a deeper understanding and a stronger faith.
Nov. 24: Can your dreams become reality? How about your fears?
Through self-discipline, you'll be the architect.
Nov. 25: You're awesome this year, but don't get cocky. Play by
the rules, and the world will benefit from your wisdom.
Nov. 26: You're growing so fast your friends hardly recognize
you. You were already cheerful and lucky. Now you're becoming
practical, too.
For personal reports and consultations, visit http:/ /
www.LindaBlack.com.
© Tribune Media Services, 2000

Party, continued from page 1
air.
"Four more years! Four
more years!" screamed the
crowd gathered behind
newscaster
Derek
Valcourt as he reported
live from the headquar
ters.
The party-goers contin
ued through the night
with thunder lashing in
the sky as a thunderstorm
had set in. It was soon be
coming clear, however,
that the election would go
on well into morning. By
the time it was only Or

egon, Wisconsin and
Florida left to be called,
the crowd had fizzled to a
scant number as parents
had children to put to bed,
and folks had to be early
to rise in the morning for
work.
None of the partygoers could have antici
pated that the most bi
zarre election in history
would outlast their cel
ebration by several days.

sional district. All dency is decided on Super presidential elections is
other states cast their elec Tuesday in November. chaotic at best, taking the
toral votes for the winner Although that is the night time to recount votes, or
of the popular vote, or at that the citizens of the U.S. battle in court, is not post
least that is the theory. In vote for their leader, the poning either candidate
fact, these anonymous President is not officially from beginning their du
electors can vote in any elected until the Monday ties as President of the
way they see fit. Nine following the second United States.
Thankfully, the writers
times in the history of the Wednesday in December.
United States electors The electors cast their of the Constitution fore
have cast their votes votes from their various saw the complications that
against the popular vote. state capitals. The official are inherent in the system
Thankfully, these changes outcome of the election and made preparations to
have never affected the will be announced in Con
gress in early January.
outcome of an election.
So, although the cur
It is also a major mis
conception that the Presi- rent state of affairs in the

accommodate the actions
of ambitious men. What
ever the future may hold
for the Presidency, neither
Gore nor Bush is standing
in the way of progression
towards the outcome of
this year's election. Each
man is simply participat
ing in a process that has
served this country faith
fully for hundreds of
years.

state in the union for either Bush or Gore.
"Gore really needs
California now," said one
fellow watching CNN.
"I'm sure he'll get it, but
still..."
When Arizona was
called for Republican can
didate George W. Bush,
the crowd gathered
around the television to
jeer, and the band began to
poke fun at the GOP over
the speakers.
When California was
called for A1 Gore, the

crowd became a crazed
mass of cheering people
and a forest of thrown up
hands. Kids spun them
selves in circles and folks
hugged each other in ela
tion.
A news crew from
WAFF 48, including news
caster Tom Kennemer, ar
rived on the scene and, via
live TV, the party-goers
cheered before the camera
as they competed against
the Republicans' party
just down the street where
another TV crew was on

Undecided, continued from page 1
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Earth Action
Earth Action, the UAH campus environmental group, is meeting Friday November 17 at 2 p.m. in room 133
of the University Center. Ecofact: According the January/February 2000 issue of Worldwatch Magazine, in the
U.S., farm animals produce 130 times as much waste as the country's people, resulting in stream and water
pollution.

UAH hosts open house for juniors, seniors
The University of Alabama in Huntsville is hosting an open house for high school juniors, seniors and their
parents on Saturday, November 18, beginning at 8:30 a.m. in the Administrative Science building on the
UAH campus.
The day will include information about academic programs and financial aid as well as tours of the college
of your choice. The program will conclude by 2 p.m.
For more information, call 824-6282.

Society for Ancient Languages
Having finished Oedipus, we have moved on to Agamemnon. We begin in the midst of Clytemnestra s ire. Her
rage and jealousy threaten with the sword! The Nurse attempts to stay her wrath. Will Clytemnestra yet
strike in fury? Come and see in Robert's Hall, room 406 on Tuesday at 7:30.

Psi Chi
Psi Chi will be selling pizza and drinks in Morton Hall on Monday, November 13 and Tuesday, November
14, beginning at 11:15. Come by and have lunch with Psi Chi!
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Classifieds
7895
or
email
at
Scampol988@aol.com.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Females 19-32. Help infer
tile women have the child
they long for. Pays
2,500.00/completed cycle.
Email
Info@Genesis
FamilyServices.com, or
call toll-free (877) 8100480.

1990 Ford Mustang LX 5.0;
good condition; $2500;
black; call 256-931-0953;
ask for John.

Wanted! Responsible, ma
ture graduate student as
house-sitter, dog-walker
for winter semester break.
Absolutely no parties, no
drugs (including alcohol
and tobacco). Easy job,
good pay for student who
can't go home for the
break. 882-9662 after 5
p.m.

89 Jeep Cherokee Laredo.
Gray. Gray int. 4WD, 4DR,
PW, PL, AC, CD player.
136K, $3,400 obo. 8958597.
^
1992 Dodge Caravan SE
van, low mileage, loaded:
air, tilt, tape, cruise, power
door locks, new tires &
more, GREAT condition,
asking only $5,500 or best
offer, call 461-8182
2 Rockford Fosgate 10"
subs, $75; Clarion 6-disc
changer, $150; or $200 for
both; Call Brian at 837-

Epson F-85 printer with
cable and computer paper
(2200 sheets). All for $15.
Call 880-9414
Red metal tubular bunk
beds. Top bunk twin size
(twin mattress included),
bottom bunk full size.
Ladder included, good
condition. $40; call Randy
at 880-3918 after 3:30 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hiking, canoeing, rafting,
camping, repelling, etc!! If
you enjoy these, you'll
enjoy the BSA Venture
Crew. Guys and gals un
der 21 call Amber at 4570414 for more informa
tion.

The Association for Com
puting Machinery will
hold its November meet
ing Friday, November 17
at 1:15 p.m. in Mom's at
the University Center.
There will be elections for
all offices for the year
2001. Anyone interested in
running or making a
nomination, please send
notices to: fork@bellsouth.
net.

FISH FRY

Seeing Red

SPRING BREAK JA
MAICA from $419; MEXI
CAN CRUISE from $499
plus Bahamas; Reggae
JAM Tours Free info; 800"U"REGGAE (9-6 live:
24/7 recorded); reggaejam.com; jammon@gte.net

...THEN PERSON 'A' LAUNCHED
PROJECTILE "N" AT PERSON "B" AT A
VELOCITY SIX TIMES THE MASS OF
OBJECT *M" ALONG AN X-AXIS 3.H TIMES
THE HEIGHT OF PERSON "BT

ACROSS
1 Steak order
5 Kenton & Musiai
10 Precedes room
14 Jeopardy's Trebek
15 Placido Domingo, e.g.
16 Buffalo's lake
17 Covers with grass
20 Pill or talk
21 ATM nmbrs.
22 Peculiar people (with
odd)
23 Good Gosh!
25 Observes
27 Lassie, for one
29 Traded goods
33 Surrender cry
34 Asian fruits
35 Mr. Whitney
36 Work hard
37 Compare
38 Insures bank
depositors
39 Building wing
40 Disappeared gradually
41 Authored a paper
42 Replies
44 A stimulating drink
45 Computer command
46 Sen. Lott
47 Declaration of faith
50 Unkind
51 Paddle
54 Comedian
57 Can do
58 October birthstone
59 French city
60 Anglers tool
61 Italian lake
62 Reverence to God
63 Card
DOWN
1 Coarse file
2 Cosmetic ingredient
3 Editors' tools
4 Former partners

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

By Ed Canty
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5 Pace
6 H. S. students, e.g.
7&&&

8 Neither relative
9 Angel's happy sign
10 Garbage
11 Mr. Clapton
12 Kitchen convenience
13 Wallet stuffers
19 "Waiting for Lefty"
playwright
21 Window part
24 Fish respiratory organ
25 Cut the two by four
26 Emerald Isle
27 More appealing
28 American chameleon
29 Treks, e.g.
30 Clancy's ship
31 Chosen few
32 Chopper
34 Pal;slang
37 Terra firma

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

The answers for the crosswordpuzzle will be printed in next week's issue.

Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at
by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.
. .* ,
,
.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com
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By Anthony J. Fisher

TRAVEL

Crossword 101

18 Place to sleep

November16, 2000
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38 NFL's Tarkenton
40 Hot cheese dish
41 Songbird
43 Adobe dweller
44 Trumpets and saxes, e.g.
46 Doctrine
47 Alligator
48 Take back
49 Dutch treat
50 Lawn pest
52 Away from the wind
53 Count on
55 Pub need
56 Numerical prefix
57 Garfunkel, for one
Quotable Quote
Common looking people are
the best in the world: that is
the reason the Lord made
so many of them. "
.. . Abraham Lincoln

Classified ads in
^ixpattenf are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact
"^Exponent, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact SljF^xpnttFnf office by fax
at 824-6096,
or
by
email
at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
(Deadlinefor all classifieds to be turned inis no later than 4p.m. onthe
Monday before the next paper is scheduled to be published. All free
classifieds will run for two weeks unless otherwise specified.)
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Answers to 11-9-00puzzle
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